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Sensory Wall Cascade

FIBRE OPTIC & LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

REVISION: B1

the Sensory Wall Cascade from universal fibre Optics oﬀers a unique sensory experience which will captivate the mind
and provide a soothing eﬀect for many children and adults.
unlike similar products, the ufO Sensory Wall Cascade has an inbuilt remote control LED light source with full colour
change. this avoids the need for bulky and hot external units. We have also incorporated a unique cantilever mounting
bracket, allowing for secure fixing and much more freedom in the positioning of the Cascade. Our Cascade system can
easily be installed on walls, or above doors, and swung out ready for use. No other system oﬀers so much flexibility.
the pMMa fibre used in this product has CpSIa and EN71 toy certifications. this means you can be sure you are buying
a safe, rigorously tested product.

1028 / 1228

Fibre Type

2.2mm diameter PMMA side sparkle

Operating Environment

Indoor / Dry

No. of Fibre Tails
Material / FInish
Dimensions

90, all at 2 metre length

Aluminium / White powdercoat

52mm diameter at either 1000 or 1200mm long

Supply Voltage

110-240 VAC 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption

2-5W in colour cycle mode

Power Supply

External 12V PSU

Material / Finish

ABS / White

Dimensions (LxWxH)

137mm x 114mm x 73mm

Cable Length

2 metre cable to cascade

Note that the driver box is connected by cable to the cascade body. It contains
the electronic components necessary to drive the LED in the cascade.

Ordering Code

No. of FIbres

SWC12

90 tails of 2.2mm
PMMA side sparkle

SWC10

Tube Length

Fibre Length

1.2 metre (exc. light source)

2 metres

1 metre (exc. light source)

2 metres

Light Source

Integral LED with
colour change and
remote control
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